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SOPHIE CALLE
THE ADDRESS BOOK

THE LEGENDARY WORK BY THE RENOWNED ARTIST-PROVOCATEUR
NOW PUBLISHED IN ITS ENTIRETY IN ENGLISH FOR THE FIRST TIME
Never before published in its entirety in English, The Address Book is a key and controversial work in Sophie
Calle’s oeuvre. Having found a lost address book on the street in Paris, Calle copied the pages before returning
it anonymously to its owner. She then embarked on a search to come to know this stranger by contacting listed
individuals—in essence, following him through the map of his acquaintances. Her written accounts of these encounters with friends, family and colleagues—juxtaposed with Calle’s photographs—originally appeared as serial
in the newspaper Libération over the course of one month in 1983.
As the entries accumulate, so do the vivid impressions of the address book’s owner, Pierre D., while also suggesting ever more complicated stories as information is gifted, parsed, and withheld by the people she encounters. A
multitude of details, from the seemingly banal to the potentially revelatory, are not only collaged into a fragile and
strangely intimate portrait of Pierre D.; they also accumulate into a collection of miniatures of the people around
him as they reveal something, often unknowingly, of themselves. Further layering The Address Book is Calle’s first
person narrative in which she interrogates herself—her fears, obsessions, and assumptions—over the course of
her pursuit.
When Pierre D. learned about the work and its appearance in the newspaper, he threatened to sue (and demanded that Libération publish nude photographs of Calle as a reciprocal invasion of privacy). Calle agreed not
to republish the work until after his death. In the almost thirty years since its original publication in France, The
Address Book has only been described—in Double Game, Calle’s monograph which converses with Paul Auster’s
novel Leviathan, and again in the novel itself as a work thought up (but not executed) by the fictional character
Maria whom Auster based on Calle—never published in full again.
Part conceptual art, part character study, part confession, part essay, The Address Book is, above all, a prism
through which desire and the elusory, persona and identity, the private and the public, knowledge and the unknown are refracted in luminous and provocative ways.
This is the first trade publication in English of The Address Book (Gemini G.E.L. in Los Angeles released a suite of
lithographs modeled on the original tabloid pages from Libération in an edition of 45). Designed in collaboration
with Calle, Siglio’s book has the physical weight and feel of an actual address book, creating an intimate space
that allows the story to unfold and be savored by the reader.
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I found an address book on the Rue des Martyrs . . . I will contact the people whose names are noted down. I will tell
them, “I found an address book on the street by chance. Your number was in it. I’d like to meet you.” . . . Thus, I will get
to know this man through his friends and acquaintances. I will try to discover who he is without ever meeting him.
—from The Address Book by Sophie Calle

She would set out in the dark, knowing absolutely nothing, and one by one she would talk to all the people listed in the
book. By finding out who they were, she would begin to know something about the man who had lost it. It would be a
portrait in absentia, an outline drawn around an empty space . . . . She wanted encourage people to open up to her when
she saw them, to tell her stories about enchantment and lust and falling in love, to confide their deepest secrets in her.
—from Leviathan by Paul Auster

SOPHIE CALLE (b. 1953, Paris) is an internationally renowned artist whose controversial works often fuse conceptual art
and Oulipian-like constraints, investigatory methods and fictional constructs, the plundering of autobiography and the artful composition of self. Using a range of media—photography, film, writing, performance, installation—Calle explores the
tensions between the observed, the reported, the secret, and the unsaid; desire and voyeurism are often agents to expose
the multiplicity of truth as well as its absence. Her 2007 Venice Biennale French Pavillion installation Please Take Care
of Yourself has been exhibited worldwide to great acclaim. It will be installed at The Pulitzer Foundation in St. Louis later
this year. The Whitechapel Gallery in London organized a retrospective in 2009, and her work has been show at major
museums such as Musee d’art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; De Appel, Amsterdam;
The Museum of Modern Art and The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh;
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; Hayward Gallery and Serpentine Gallery, London; Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago;
among others. She lives and works in Paris.

RELATED SIGLIO TITLES: IMAGE+TEXT WORK BY WOMEN ARTISTS
IT IS ALMOST THAT: A COLLECTION OF IMAGE+TEXT WORK by WOMEN ARTISTS & WRITERS, Siglio, 2011.
“Learning to read art, as Lawrence Weiner long ago exhorted, is not a simple process. Where the textual meets the visual, demands
outnumber easy pleasures. It Is Almost That is rich in both challenge and satisfaction.”

—NANCY PRINCENTHAL, Art in Print

“There’s such an abundance of small turns, informed views, and ledges on this reading trip. Its organization makes the point that a book
that gathers female art doesn’t need to be explained away as feminist. It’s something else. The inspiration (and the desolation) of the
female artist is vibrantly there. Because the frame is image+text we’re reminded that all of us generally do more. Female artists don’t just
stay in their disciplines; we experience, we forage, we play. Intuitively and practically speaking, It Is Almost That is, in effect, a handbook.
It . . . shows us how to be an artist.”
—EILEEN MYLES, poetryfoundation.org

TORTURE OF WOMEN by NANCY SPERO, Siglio, 2010.
“Made almost thirty years ago Nancy Spero’s Torture of Women is a seminal work in the history of contemporary art. A model of how
appropriated words and images from multiple sources can be spliced and shaped into a forceful, coherent statement about the sexual,
social, political, and existential dilemmas and dynamics of the modern world, Spero’s piece is at the same time among the most significant precursors of the “intertextual” practices that are are now regarded as quintessentially “post-modern.” . . . This work will be a
testament to the fact that committed art can speak truth to power-and does so most effectively when speaking with the greatest formal,
theoretical and poetic sophistication.”
—ROBERT STORR

siglio is an independent press in Los Angeles dedicated to publishing uncommon books that live at the intersection of art and
literature. Siglio books defy categorization and ignite conversation: they are cross-disciplinary, hybrid works that subvert paradigms,
reveal unexpected connections, rethink narrative forms, and thoroughly engage a reader’s imagination and intellect. We believe that
challenging work can be immensely appealing: our books as much a pleasure to touch and hold as they are to read.
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